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T

he United States and Switzerland have a long
history of dynamic economic partnership that
has enhanced prosperity in both countries. The two
nations are linked through mutually beneficial trade
and investments via numerous subsidiaries of Swiss
and U.S. companies, and enjoy friendly and productivity-enhancing competition as top centers of international finance. The growth- and income-boosting
economic ties between the U.S. and Switzerland
offer a practical example of the value of international trade and investment in creating and sustaining prosperity: Both countries are near the top in
income per capita and quality of life in the world. Yet
the two nations can accomplish more, and now is the
time to explore the pragmatic possibilities for further elevating the U.S.–Swiss economic relationship
with a formal market-opening agreement.

Switzerland: A Competitive Economic
Dynamo

Switzerland has an enviable track record as an
adaptive and resilient economy, with its technological and innovative capacity underpinned by high
degrees of openness and regulatory efficiency. Lacking natural resources except hydropower, Switzerland has had no choice but to innovate in order to
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compete on a global scale. Given the country’s small
and fragmented internal market, the Swiss economy
has had to seek out overseas markets for its goods
and services as well as maintain its openness to foreign investment.
As documented by various international studies,
Switzerland is one of the most advanced and capable
free-market economies. According to The Heritage
Foundation’s annual Index of Economic Freedom,
which measures the entrepreneurial environments
of 180 economies around the world, Switzerland
is the world’s fourth-freest economy, and tops the
rankings in Europe.1
Underpinning Switzerland’s high degree of economic freedom is its judicial system, independent
of politics, which ensures effective and transparent
enforcement of commercial contracts within a fully
institutionalized legal framework. Strong property
rights, including protections for intellectual property, promote entrepreneurship and productivity growth. Fiscal stability and a highly developed
financial sector further promote Switzerland’s position as a global leader of economic freedom.
While not a member of the European Union,
Switzerland is at the geographic heart of continental Europe, and is a leading member of the European
Free Trade Association (EFTA). Switzerland’s openness to foreign trade and investment has provided
real stimulus for the vibrant and robust economy. In
addition to EFTA and a free trade agreement with
the EU, Switzerland currently has a network of 30
free trade agreements with 40 partners outside the
EU.2 While Switzerland usually concludes its free
trade agreements with its fellow EFTA members—
Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein—Switzerland
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the United States’ largest foreign direct investor—a
fact that demonstrates the exceptional contribution
of Swiss companies.
Recognizing the benefit of even greater economic cooperation, the United States and Switzerland
The Status of the Current U.S.–Swiss
established the Trade and Investment Cooperation
Economic Relationship
Switzerland and the United States have made Forum (TICF) in 2006. The TICF seeks to enhance
great strides in deepening economic and business bilateral cooperation with new initiatives, smooth
ties. The Alpine country is the 12th-largest trad- the existing relationship by examining any specific
ing partner of the United States with a roughly bal- matter raised by Swiss or U.S. authorities and the prianced exchange of goods and services amounting vate sector, and pursue joint actions in international
to over $100 billion annually.4 American and Swiss fora.7 That is a good start, but even more is possible.
companies produce cutting-edge and high-valueadded pharmaceuticals, aerospace components, The Path Forward
machinery, and equipment that flow in both direcClearly, Switzerland is already a competitive and
tions and make the two economies more productive dynamic economic partner for the United States. The
and competitive.
two economies have advanced and flourished on the
Trade in services also underpins the two countries’ foundation of market principles and the effective rule
sophisticated commercial relationship. These include of law. The value-sharing and mutually beneficial relabusiness and financial services, such as banking and tionship between Switzerland and the U.S. is a great
insurance, and licensing fees for intellectual property. example of the benefits of cross-border trade and
Switzerland is a top export market for U.S. services, investment that strengthens economic ties between
and is even more important when services sold by U.S. nations. Furthermore, Switzerland’s strong commitaffiliates in Switzerland are taken into account.
ment to free-market capitalism makes the Alpine counThese commercial ties support high-paying jobs try an ideal partner for an America seeking to reassert
in both countries. According to the latest data, a com- and deepen its own commitment to economic freedom.
bined 725,000 American jobs were supported by the
Moving forward, the United States and SwitzerU.S.–Swiss trade and investment relationship.5 Swiss land should seek to expand opportunities for greater
affiliates in the U.S. accounted for over 460,000 trade and investment. It is notable that in its 2018
of those jobs, followed by almost 200,000 Ameri- trade agenda report to Congress, the Trump Admincan jobs from services exports to Switzerland, and istration stated that “the United States remains com75,000 U.S. jobs supported by goods exports.6 With mitted to working with like-minded countries to prorespect to research and development, Switzerland is mote fair market competition around the world.”8

has entered into bilateral trade agreements outside
the EFTA framework as well, as in the case with
Japan in 2009 and China in 2014.3
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Switzerland is clearly a prime candidate as one of
the “like-minded countries” with which the United
States should work more closely. The fact that Switzerland is not a member of the EU should also add an
additional strategic dimension to the Trump Administration’s trade policy thinking. As U.S. Ambassador to Switzerland Ed McMullen highlighted, considering all the practical opportunities ahead of the
two countries, “we must have continued discussions
about [a bilateral free trade agreement between the
U.S. and Switzerland].”9 Such a trade pact, in effect,
would be a catalyst for advancing freedom to trade
and invest as well as for promoting overall economic freedom in both countries. It would be a powerful
statement reflecting a shared commitment to a free
and open economic environment between the United States and Switzerland.
In further enriching and institutionalizing the
U.S.–Swiss trade and investment partnership with
a formal market-opening agreement, the Trump
Administration should consider:
nn

nn

9.

initiation of free trade agreement negotiations
between the two close economic partners.”11 Using
that as a stepping stone, the Trump Administration should elevate the current TICF to a genuine
free and open trade pact based on the principles
of economic freedom. At the recent G7 meetings
in Quebec, President Trump surprised other leaders with this proposal: “We should at least consider no tariffs, no barriers—scrapping all of it.”12
Zero tariffs would be the ultimate achievement
for more open and free trade between the United States and Switzerland, and President Trump
should keep his proposal in mind.
nn

Instructing the U.S. Trade Representative
and the White House National Economic
Council to fast-track dialogues with their
Swiss counterparts in the pursuit of a U.S.–
Swiss economic freedom partnership. Rather
than requiring hundreds of pages to institutionalize a trade and investment pact with Switzerland,
the pact should be simple, streamlined, and readily understandable to anyone who wishes to engage
in trade and investment activities between the two
nations. The pursuit of a perfect agreement, nonetheless, should not be allowed to be the enemy of a
good agreement, and the two countries should be
willing to consider a limited agreement that would
produce real practical gains, even if it does not
achieve everything that could be asked of it.

Granting Switzerland tariff exemptions on
steel and aluminum products. Given that Swiss
companies exported about $80 million in steel
and aluminum products to the U.S. in 2017, Switzerland has sought these tariff exemptions. To
date the U.S. has not responded to Switzerland’s
request. Consequently, Switzerland filed a complaint on July 10 with the World Trade Organization against the United States over the tariffs
imposed by the Trump Administration on steel The Sooner, the Better
and aluminum imports.10
In their groundbreaking study on a possible U.S.–
Swiss free trade deal, Gary Clyde Hufbauer and RobPursuing an economic-freedom partnership ert E. Baldwin made the case that “as leading advowith Switzerland that institutionalizes open cates of market capitalism, Switzerland and the
trade and investment to a maximum degree. United States are well situated to conclude an FTA
One of the TICF objectives specifies “the resump- [free trade agreement] that breaks new ground in
tion of exploratory discussions on the possible dismantling barriers.”13 The case still makes good
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sense. In its quest for more practical and effective
trade diplomacy, the Trump Administration should
pursue an economic freedom partnership with Switzerland that would enhance economic well-being in
both countries—and would serve as a pragmatic template for future trade and investment agreements
that advance economic liberty and opportunity
throughout the world.
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